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Influence of composer Richard Wagner on King Ludwig 

One of the first steps Ludwig took during his reign was to 
order his court secretary Pfistermeister to find and bring to 
Munich the idolized composer Richard Wagner. It was with 
pleasure that Wagner accepted _the invitation at the beginn
ing of May, 1864. The afternoon of May 4, 1864, the 
composer stood for the first time in front of his patron. Only 
then was it granted that Wagner should again take pleasure· 
in creating, and that his immortal works would be preserved 
for future generations. On the same evening Richard Wagner 
wrote to his friend Dr. Wille: "You know the young King 
had me call on him. Today I was led before him. He is 
unfortunately so noble and brilliant, so magnificent and soul-
ful that I fear his life must vanish like a fleeting stream in 
-:h: coarse wo~ld .. . My luck is so great that I am crushed 
by it; if he can only live; he is such an unheard of wonder!" 

The friendship between Richard Wagner and the King, which 
stems from this time, was a fruitful one on both sides. Releas
ed from all financial cares, the composer was able to pursue 
his plans for the great German hero opera. On the other hand 
Ludwig II inspired by Wagner, planned the creation of a 
~erman ~usic School in Munich and decided upon the build
ing of a big new opera house, in which all the technical effects 
required in Wagner's operas could be produced. Munich was 
to_ become the centre for music similar to Vienna, this plan 
failed because of opposition from the government, his own 
family, and the citizens of Munich. The countercurrents to 
this project grew not only because of the high cost of the 
planned building, but above all because of his friendship to 
the "revolutionary" Wagner. 

Ludwig liked to listen to Richard Wagner's music and had arranged for Wagner to come to 
Munich. At this time, Wagner was deep in debt and was one step ahead of the haunting 
grasp of his ever increasing debts. When Ludwig found out that Wagner was running from 
his debts, he willfully paid off all his debts for him. He gave him a wealthy income and a 
lavish place to live. Ludwig loved to hear Wagner's music and his themes. This is not to be 
misunderstood with his personal feelings for the man. 

Ludwig and Richard Wagner were made for each other. Ludwig's favorite dream world was 
the world of make-believe of the stage, more precisely, of the opera. It was the "age of 
Wagner", who wanted to revive the Germanic past with his music. Wagner was also the 
first composer who wrote the text to his operas, not just the music. Wagner is the absolute 
master of illusion, a veritable magician of the stage. It was inevitable that Ludwig should 
become his most devoted admirer and supporter. Ludwig didn't just have Wagner's 
operas performed for his own exclusive pleasure, he had stage sets built into his castles 
in order to live in them. 

Ludwig was a Wagner patron and financed his musical works. Another problem was that 
Wagner was outspending Ludwig. If Ludwig hadn't financed the opera productions written 
by Wagner, there wouldn't be any Wagner operas. Wagner used Ludwig's money for 
extravagant stage sets for his famous operas (such as "Rheingold"). Wagner was filling 
Ludwig's fantasies by writing operas about the old Germanic legends, such as the knight 
with a pure heart (Lohengrin), searching for the Holy Grail. 

Despite his friendship with Ludwig and that Richard Wagner had visited the King several 
t imes at Hohenschwangau Castle, he never set foot into the castles of Neuschwanstein 
and Linderhof, because he died in Venice, Italy in 1883 at the age of 70. 


